Transposable elements (TEs) are genomic parasites that impose fitness costs on their hosts by producing deleterious mutations and disrupting gametogenesis. Host genomes avoid these costs by regulating TE activity, particularly in germline cells where new insertions are heritable and TEs are exceptionally active. However, the capacity of different TE-associated fitness costs to select for repression in the host, and the role of selection in the evolution of TE regulation more generally, remain controversial. In this study, we use forward, individual-based simulations to examine the evolution of small-RNA-mediated TE regulation, a conserved mechanism for TE repression that is employed by both prokaryotes and eukaryotes. To design and parameterize a biologically realistic model, we drew on an extensive survey of empirical studies of the transposition and regulation of P -element DNA transposons in Drosophila melanogaster. We observed that even under conservative assumptions, where small-RNA-mediated regulation reduces transposition only, repression evolves rapidly and adaptively after the genome is invaded by a new TE. We further show that the spread of repressor alleles is greatly enhanced by two additional TE-imposed fitness costs: dysgenic sterility and ectopic recombination. Finally, we demonstrate that the mutation rate to repression (i.e., the size of the mutational target) is a critical parameter that influences both the evolutionary trajectory of host repression and the associated proliferation of TEs after invasion. Our findings suggest that adaptive evolution of TE regulation may be stronger and more prevalent than previously appreciated, and provide a framework for evaluating empirical data.
Introduction
Transposable elements (TEs) are intragenomic parasites.
Although some TE families or individual TE insertions have been "domesticated" to perform important functions (Kunarso et al., 2010; Lynch et al., 2011; Silva-Sousa et al., 2012) (Dupuy et al., 2001; Spradling et al., 1999) , or disrupting the expression of adjacent genes by inducing heterochromatin formation (Hollister and Gaut, 2009; Lee, 2015; Lee and Karpen, 2017; Sentmanat and Elgin, 2012) . Ectopic recombination events between TE insertions in different genomic locations further produce large structural rearrangements, duplications, and deletions, which are overwhelmingly deleterious (reviewed in Hedges and Deininger, 2007) . In addition to these mutational impacts, TE activity itself can have drastic fitness consequences by causing dysgenic sterility, a condition in which germline DNA damage prohibits the production of viable gametes (Bingham et al., 1982; Josefsson et al., 2006; Orsi et al., 2010; Tasnim and Kelleher, 2018) . Despite these fitness costs, nearly all genomes are populated by TEs (reviewed in Huang et al., 2012) , and
TEs frequently colonize new genomes through horizontal transfer (reviewed in Schaack et al., 2010) .
Host regulation of transposition is as ubiquitous as TEs themselves; both prokaryotic and eukaryotic genomes control TE activity through small-RNA-mediated silencing pathways (reviewed in Blumenstiel, 2011 (Blumenstiel and Hartl, 2005; Brennecke et al., 2008; Chambeyron et al., 2008; Rozhkov et al., 2010) and Arabidopsis (Josefsson et al., 2006) . Transcriptional silencing may further reduce the rate of ectopic recombination between TE insertions by inducing heterochromatin formation at TE loci (Haynes et al., 2006; Sentmanat and Elgin, 2012; Sienski et al., 2012) .
Although the mechanism of small-RNAmediated silencing has been investigated extensively, we know very little about how it evolves when a genome is invaded by a new TE. In part, this reflects an absence of opportunity, since, although ancient TE invasions are easily identified from comparative genomic data (reviewed in Schaack et al., 2010) , ongoing invasions have only rarely been detected in extant populations (Evgen'ev et al., 2000; Hill et al., 2016; Kidwell, 1983; Periquet et al., 1989) . Additionally, the adaptive evolution of repressor alleles from the chromosomal regions that they protect from TE-induced mutation load (Charlesworth and Langley, 1986) . Restrictive conditions for the adaptive evolution of repressor alleles are difficult to reconcile with the prevalence of small-RNA-mediated TE silencing across the tree of life.
When a genome is invaded by a new TE, small-RNA-mediated silencing is thought to evolve by transposition of the invading TE into a small-RNA-producing site, thereby initiating the production of new RNA species that target the invading element for silencing (Brennecke et al., 2008; Khurana et al., 2011) . TE insertions into small-RNA-producing sites therefore represent a class of repressor alleles that arise via de novo mutation during an invasion event. Using We demonstrate that small-RNA-mediated silencing of transposition alone evolves rapidly and adaptively in response to genome invasion.
We further demonstrate that dysgenic sterility and ectopic recombination can greatly enhance the strength of positive selection on insertions 3 "main" -2018/3/12 -20:46 -page 4 -#4 Previous theoretical models of TE dynamics assume that TE insertions in all genomic sites are equally deleterious, and that they exhibit negative epistasis with respect to fitness (e.g., Dolgin and Charlesworth, 2008; Lee and Langley, 2012; Lu and Clark, 2010) . The latter assumption appears to be required for TE copy number to evolve to equilibrium in the absence of repression (Charlesworth and Charlesworth, 1983) . Although it has been proposed that the aneuploid progeny that result from ectopic exchange (Langley et al., 1988; Petrov et al., 2003 Petrov et al., , 2011 , or copy-number 4 "main" -2018/3/12 -20:46 -page 5 -#5 (Lee, 2015; Lee and Karpen, 2017; Lee and Langley, 2010) , could produce negative epistasis between TE insertions, the commonly used mathematical expression for negative epistasis (Charlesworth, 1990) is based on the observed pattern of fitness decline in a mutation accumulation experiment on D. melanogaster (Mukai, 1969 (Mackay et al., 1992) . To determine the number of functional sites in our theoretical genome, we relied on results from extensive P -element mediated mutagenesis screens, which indicate that 80% of new P -element insertions occur in gene bodies, within 500 bp of a transcription start site (Bellen et al., , 2004 .
Accordingly, 80% (956) of sites in our theoretical genome are functional ( 
Transposition, Excision, and Inactivation
The transposition rate per genome per generation is given by
where µ is the transposition rate per element per generation of unrepressed TEs, n a is the number of TEs in the genome that can be mobilized in the presence of transposase (i.e., those in functional and neutral sites, but not in small-RNA or pseudo-small-RNA sites), R is the strength of small-RNA-mediated repression (see equation 6), and k is a constant. We consider µ = 0.1 and µ = 0.01 according to the range of empirical estimates for unregulated transposition of Pelements (Berg and Spradling, 1991; Eggleston et al., 1988; Kimura and Kidwell, 1994; Robertson et al., 1988) . We also set k = 1.01, in order to limit the reduction in transposition rate caused by small-RNA-mediated silencing to two orders of magnitude, as is suggested by observed differences in P -element activity in the presence and absence of regulation (Eggleston et al., 1988) .
Precise P -element excisions occur during transposition, with an estimated frequency of 0.15% (per element per genome transposition event) when the insertion is homozygous and ∼13.5% when the insertion is heterozygous (Engels et al., 1990) . We therefore assume that the excision rate is 10% of the transposition rate.
Mutational loss of transposase-encoding capacity, which occurs predominantly through internal deletions that are acquired during transposition (Staveley et al., 1995) , occurs at a rate of 0.01µ per element per generation.
Fitness
Male and female fitness are given by Table 2 and is based on the empirically estimated distribution of fitness effects of individual P -element insertions (Cooley et al., 1988; Lyman et al., 1996; Mackay et al., 1992) . Specifically, P -element mutagenesis revealed that the frequency of recessive lethal mutations produced by individual insertions is in the range 3.8-10% (Cooley et al., 1988; Mackay et al., 1992) . Therefore, we conservatively assigned 3.8% of sites in the theoretical genome to behave as recessive lethals when occupied by a TE.
Similarly, the average homozygous viability fitness effect of a TE insertion in the theoretical genome, s = −12.2%, matches a quantitative estimate from a series of P -element insertion lines (Mackay et al., 1992) .
Dysgenic Sterility
When Drosophila males bearing a transpositionally active TE family are crossed to females who do not produce a sufficient abundance of piRNAs that regulate that TE family, their F1 offspring can suffer from dysgenic sterility (Bingham et al., 1982; Blackman et al., 1987; Brennecke et al., 2008; Bucheton et al., 1984; Evgen'ev et al., 1997; Hill et al., 2016; Yannopoulos et al., 1987) . We therefore modeled dysgenic sterility as a function of the number of genomic TEs, whose unregulated activity is thought to induce the sterility phenotype (equation 4). Indeed, in the case of P -element induced dysgenic sterility, the proportion of offspring that are sterile has been correlated with the P -element germline excision rate, consistent with P -element activity as the cause of sterility (Kocur et al., 1986) . Dysgenic sterility is further modified in our model by the production of small RNAs in the maternal genotype (R).
Dysgenic sterility occurs in both sexes, although
it is most extensively studied in females, in whom it tends to be more severe (Kidwell et al., 1977) .
In particular, Bingham et al. (1982) described the quantitative relationship between the number of paternally inherited P -elements and the incidence of dysgenic sterility among F1 female offspring.
The paternal genotypes that induced dysgenesis in these crosses were otherwise isogenic, such that differences in dysgenic sterility among females could be exclusively attributed to Pelement copy number. They observed that n = 4 P -element copies produced ∼50% dysgenic offspring, whereas n 9 copies produced 80% dysgenic offspring. There was very limited data on induction by paternal strains containing n < 4 P -element copies.
We matched these empirical observations by expressing the fertility, F , of an individual as a function of its total diploid TE copy number (n).
In contrast to viability fitness therefore, where the fitness effects of individual insertions are recessive within loci, and additive across loci, each Pelement insertion contributes epistatically to the fitness cost of ectopic recombination, regardless of whether it is found in a homozygous or heterozygous state. Fertility is given by
where D is a constant that represents the maximum fertility cost, and can be varied from 0 (no dysgenic sterility) to 1 (complete dysgenic sterility) and R is the strength of small-RNAmediated repression in the maternal genotype (see equation 6). F can vary from 0 (complete infertility) to 1 (complete fertility).
Ectopic Recombination
Ectopic recombination occurs between TE insertions in different genomic sites, and produces inviable gametes in our model. We assume that the fitness cost of ectopic recombination is proportional to the number of pairwise combinations of TEs in the genome, excluding insertions in small-RNA and pseudo-small-RNA sites. The fitness consequences of ectopic recombination are, therefore, analogous to the negative epistasis between TE insertions that is assumed by previous models Charlesworth, 2006, 2008; Lee and Langley, 2012; Lu and Clark, 2010) . Each P -element insertion contributes epistatically to the fitness cost of ectopic recombination, regardless of whether it is found in a homozygous or heterozygous state.
Small-RNA-mediated silencing acts as a multiplicative modifier of ectopic recombination, (Haynes et al., 2006; Klenov et al., 2007) . The fitness cost of ectopic recombination (ε) is described by the following expression:
where E 0 is the baseline ectopic recombination rate; n a is the number of TE insertions that can contribute to ectopic recombination (i.e., do not occur in small-RNA or pseudo-small-RNA sites);
and R is the strength of small-RNA-mediated repression. such that piRNA production in the mother determines the strength of silencing in the offspring (Brennecke et al., 2008) .
Small-RNA-Mediated Silencing
Empirical data regarding the quantitative relationship between TE copy numbers inside and outside of piRNA clusters and reductions in transposition rate are sparse for P -elements, and entirely lacking for other TE families. We therefore harnessed the extensive data on piRNAmediated repression of dysgenic sterility (Marin et al., 2000; Ronsseray et al., 1991 Ronsseray et al., , 1996 Ronsseray et al., , 1998 Simmons et al., 2014 Simmons et al., , 2007 Simmons et al., , 2012 Stuart et al., 2002 ) (Supplemental Material Table S1, figure   S1 ). Based on these observations, we describe the strength of small-RNA-mediated silencing, R, conferred by maternal genotypes with at least one occupied small-RNA site as
where n m is the total number of TE copies in the maternal genome, and a and b are constants.
We fit equation 6 by nonlinear least squares to the data in Table S1 and obtained: a = 0.8±0.5
and b = 1.0±0.4 (estimates and 95% confidence intervals). R can vary from 0 (no repression) to 1 (complete repression).
Evolution
Each population is defined by the following parameters: population size (N ), transposition rate (µ), baseline ectopic recombination rate (E 0 ), and the maximum possible fertility cost caused by dysgenic sterility (D). In the initial population, the sex of each individual is decided randomly, so that the expected sex ratio is 1:1.
The range of parameter values we considered over 
Results

Simulated invasions recapitulate the historical record
We began by considering a conservative model, in which TEs impose fitness costs only by occupying functional sites in the host genome, and repression benefits the host by preventing the occurrence of these deleterious insertions.
Dysgenic sterility and ectopic recombination were not incorporated in the model (D = 0, E 0 = 0). We compared two baseline transposition rates µ = 0.1 and µ = 0.01, which encompass the range of most empirically estimated values for unregulated Pelement transposition (Berg and Spradling, 1991; Bingham et al., 1982; Eggleston et al., 1988; Kimura and Kidwell, 1994; Robertson et al., 1988 In light of the difference in invasion dynamics between the two transposition rates, we wondered which set of simulations more closely matched the historical record of the P -element invasion.
We focused on American populations (North and South), for which the historical record of the P -element invasion is particularly comprehensive (reviewed in Kelleher, 2016) . With the exception of a single strain collected in 1938, all wild-derived strains collected prior to 1950 lack genomic Pelements, indicating the P -element was quite rare (Anxolabéhère et al., 1988; Bingham et al., 1982) . figure 1C ). Thus, the speed of the invasion in natural population seems more consistent with µ = 0.1 than µ = 0.01.
We also considered the historical record with regards to P -element copy numbers in North American genomes. P -element containing strains collected in the late 1960s through the early 1980s were estimated by two different studies to contain 60-100 copies/diploid genome, based on Southern blotting (Bingham et al., 1982) and
in situ hybridization of polytene chromosomes (Ronsseray et al., 1989) . Based on next generation sequencing data, Srivastav and Kelleher (2017) (Zhang and Kelleher, 2017) , challenges in estimating copy number across structural variants (Srivastav and Kelleher, 2017) , and loss of deleterious copies during inbreeding.
We compared our simulated copy numbers Figure 2C ).
Moderate dysgenic sterility enhances positive selection for repression
We next expanded our model to consider the effects of dysgenic sterility. In Drosophila, dysgenic sterility occurs in the germline of F1 offspring from paternal genotypes containing transpositionally active elements and maternal genotypes that do not produce sufficient regulatory piRNAs (Blumenstiel and Hartl, 2005; Brennecke et al., 2008; Chambeyron et al., 2008; Josefsson et al., 2006; Rozhkov et al., 2010) . We therefore modeled fitness costs of dysgenic sterility as dependent on an individual's TE copy number and the strength of maternal small-RNA silencing. Although our copy-numberdependent function for dysgenic sterility is based on empirical data (Bingham et al., 1982) , it is difficult to identify a realistic magnitude for the fertility cost, because the penetrance of the sterility phenotype depends greatly on temperature (Engels and Preston, 1979; Kidwell et al., 1977) . We therefore considered a range of values for the maximum reduction in fertility that occurs due to dysgenic sterility (D = 0, 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, and 1).
The TE failed to invade completely in 100% Similarly, although successful invasions occurred when dysgenic sterility was less costly (D < 0.5), they were characterized by reduced TE copy numbers ( figure 3A) . Importantly, however, the overall timing of these invasions was not altered, as TE copy numbers exhibited the same pattern of early exponential increase followed by stabilization around generation 200 ( figure 3A) .
Therefore, the rapid population invasion that occurs at high transposition rates (µ = 0.1, figure   1A ,C) is not strongly dependent on the fitness costs of the TE. 
Ectopic recombination enhances positive selection for repression
We lastly considered the impact of fitness costs figure 5E,F) . The benefits of repression are therefore enhanced by an increased deleterious mutation rate, as well as an increased likelihood that deleterious insertions are homozygous and therefore exposed to selection.
Indeed, the accumulation of TE copies in genomes with smaller mutational targets is associated with decreased mean population fitness and increased variance in fitness, indicating stronger selection (Supplemental Material figure S5 ). Although we did not explore whether copy-number equilibrium depends on the size mutational target, we did observe that copy number differences between simulations with genomes containing 0.08% and 5.86% small-RNA sites persisted through 2,000 generations. Simulated populations in which the mutational target was larger (5.86%) exhibited more than >3-fold lower diploid copy numbers (36.58) when compared to those with small mutational targets (mean 0.08% = 120.43 p < Figure S6 ). Puzzlingly however, larger populations do not exhibit stronger repression earlier in the invasion process ( Figure 6 ). Under strict mutation-limitation, stronger repression early in the invasion would be predicted in larger populations, because the probability that a repressive individual arises in any given generation increases with population size (Pennings and Hermisson 2006b ). However, it must be considered that selection for repression of an invading TE is temporally dynamic, and increases over time as TE copies accumulate. Therefore, early in the invasion process, repressor alleles will be neutral because deleterious insertions are absent or minimal. By the time repressor alleles enjoy a selective advantage, they will be present in similar frequency regardless of population size, but selection will be more effective in larger populations. This mirrors perfectly our observations, in which repression increases at equivalent rates early in the invasion process, regardless of population size, but increases more quickly in later generations in larger populations.
Discussion
We observed selection for repressor alleles (Lu and Clark, 2010) . It is counter-intuitive, therefore, that we also observed positive selection for repressor alleles in relatively small populations of N = 2,000 individuals, with entirely recessive effects of TE insertions on fitness.
The apparent contradiction between our findings and the predictions of Charlesworth and Langley (1986) are at least partially explained by differences in the transposition rates we considered. The empirically estimated transposition rate for an unmarked P -element of 0.1 (new insertions/element/genome) (Eggleston et al., 1988) is multiple orders of magnitude higher than "typical" estimates of transposition rate in Drosophila (∼ 10 −4 −10 −5 ; Nuzhdin, 1999) . The high transposition rates of P -elements may be more realistic, however, because other transposition rate estimates were obtained from TE families we now understand to be regulated (i.e., lowered) by the piRNA pathway (Brennecke et al., 2007; Nuzhdin, 1999) . Higher transposition rates cause greater fitness benefits of repression, because they increase the likelihood of a deleterious insertion and therefore the relative advantage of an un-inserted chromosome.
The fitness model that we employed in this study, which was based on the transpositional bias of P -elements into functional sites (Bellen et al., , 2004 Spradling et al., 2011) , and the estimated fitness effects of individual Pelement insertions (Cooley et al., 1988; Mackay et al., 1992) , likely also contributes to the strength of selection we observe. Although they act recessively, the empirically estimated fitness effects of P -element insertions are quite deleterious, with an average fitness cost of 12.2%, and 3.7% of sites acting as recessive lethals (Cooley et al., 1988; Lyman et al., 1996; Mackay et al., 1992) . Similar to high transposition rates, these dramatic fitness consequences enhance the benefits of repressing transposition. Transposable elements exhibit a diversity of preferences for particular insertion sites, and the degree to which these preferences influence selection for transpositional repression remains unknown. 19 "main" -2018/3/12 -20:46 -page 20 -#20 (Bingham et al., 1982; Blackman et al., 1987; Bucheton et al., 1984; Evgen'ev et al., 1997; Hill et al., 2016) , and at least three of these syndromes have been attributed to the absence of maternally deposited piRNAs (Blumenstiel and Hartl, 2005; Brennecke et al., 2008; Chambeyron et al., 2008; Rozhkov et al., 2010) . More broadly, mutations that impact TE regulation are associated with fertility defects in diverse eukaryotes (reviewed in Castañeda et al., 2011; Mani and Juliano, 2013) .
In forward simulations of TE dynamics, costs of ectopic recombination are described by a fitness model that assumes negative epistasis among TE insertions Charlesworth, 2006, 2008; Lee and Langley, 2012; Lu and Clark, 2010) . Negative epistasis appears to be required to stabilize genomic TE copy numbers in the absence of repression (Charlesworth and Charlesworth, 1983 The abundance of small-RNA-producing sites is a major determinant of post-invasion dynamics
In the D. melanogaster genome we used as a model for our simulations the small RNAs that regulated TEs are thought to be encoded by > 100 independent loci, comprising ∼3% of genomic sites (Brennecke et al., 2007) . Small RNA mediated silencing is therefore a polygenic trait encoded by a large mutational target, a property that is shared with other taxa. Although the power to identify loci that give rise to TEregulating small RNAs can be limited by the quality of the genome assembly as well as its repeat content, large numbers of repeat-rich small-RNA-producing sites are also implicated in TE regulation in mouse (Aravin et al., 2006) , Caenorhabditis (Ni et al., 2014) and even Arabidopsis (reviewed in Lisch and Bennetzen, 2011) .
Large mutational target sizes are predicted to result in adaptation via soft selective sweeps (Pritchard et al., 2010) , in which multiple beneficial alleles increase in frequency but do not reach fixation (Pennings and Hermisson 2006a,b) .
Throughout our simulations, we observed exactly these soft-sweeps, in which beneficial insertions in small-RNA-producing sites segregate at higher frequency than their neutral counterparts, but rarely reach fixation ( Figure 2B ). Our results are consistent with the plethora of independent P-element insertions into piRNA clusters that have been reported in natural populations of D. melanogaster (Marin et al. 2000; Ronsseray et al. 1996; Stuart et al. 2002 , reviewed in Kelleher 2016 . We furthermore discovered that that the larger the mutational target (i.e. the more common small-RNA-producing sites are in the genome), the weaker selection for repression becomes, because the mutational load of deleterious insertions that select for repression is decreased ( Figure 5A , D, Supplementary figure 5A, B, D) .
The magnitude of interspecific variation in the proportion of the genome that corresponds to small-RNA-producing sites remains largely unknown. In part this reflects the challenge of annotating such sites, which lack diagnostic primary sequence features, and whose transcripts are rapidly processed into short sequences that align to multiple genomic locations (Brennecke et al., 2007; Rosenkranz and Zischler, 2012 
Materials and Methods
Statistical Analyses
All statistical analyses were conducted with R version 3.3 (R Core Team, 2016). All graphs were produced in ggplot2 (Wickham, 2009 ). Gray boxes indicate empirical estimates of historic values (Bingham et al., 1982; Ronsseray et al., 1989; Srivastav and Kelleher, 2017) . 
